
FIRST TERM EVALUATION 2019

STANDARD  IX – ENGLISH - ANSWER 

1. Sunil Gavaskar and Viv Richards

2. Compared to other schools in Mumbai,  Sharadashram Vidhyamandir, where Ramakant

Achrekar Sir was the cricket coach,  gave due importance to the game of cricket. 

3. To get trained under Achrekar Sir.

4. Both Achrekar and Sachin started playing cricket at the age of eleven.

5. Emulate

6. The singers urge the athletes to focus on not about winning but about playing the game.

7. From the East

From the West

8. Sky stands for the endless possibilities or the highest point an athlete can reach.

9. follow the flame

11. He laid down and pretended to be dead.

12. Because he was tempted by the idea of making some money by selling the fox's fur.

13. The fox ate his fill of the fish and jumped out of the cart.

14. Because the cart man found the  wolf too heavy to lift and so he pushed it into a sack, tied the

sack to his cart and dragged it away. 

15. Any suitable title.

26. Virat Kohli

27. Rohit Sharma

28. Mohammed Amir

29. 89 runs

30. Duckworth- Lewis method

31. a) turn out

b) herculean task

c) give  up

d) in black and white

e) crocodile tears

32. a) Chinaman said that he could not bear the sight of Mikhali wandering across the streets with 

the wailing baby in his arms.

b) and he added that he was ready to help him in any possible way.



33. a) aren't you? 

b) What's it on your shoulder?

c) Why can't you take him to his mom?

d) I will help you.

e) Oh! Thank you.

34. a) on

b) an

c) greatest

d) was nominated

e) from

35. a) At first 

b) Soon

c) and

d) once again
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